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Truth is stranger than fiction.
Scifi authors don’t have a freakin’ clue what’s out there.
The title is the cosmos’ most highly guarded secret.
That is why I’m nobody; that is why you ignore me.
So I always asked most of my life: “if the Bible is mostly
poetry and stories, what about Jesus?”. What about Paul?
Paul was the last thing I personally figured out. In his
time, Jesus always referred to himself as the “son of man”,
never God, blah blah. So for many years, I assumed Paul was
Wrong. “Lies within lies” was one of the most famous quotes
from the Dune series. Connect the dots, it all boils down
to a question of faith. Yes or no; do we believe?
But our existence is NOT about faith!
Those two concepts tied together are the enigma of our
species existence.
WE are the cosmic wildcard; WE are the Ghanima!
We are God’s safetynet; we are the core bootstrap species
of the cosmos; it .. is .. all .. down .. to .. us.
So in a sense, the ancient geocentric “outdated” homo
centric, Earth is the center of creation blah blah, is the
most accurate view we could ever have.
To continue with the Dune analogy, WE are the spice!

Part 2:
What about Kennedy? What about Virgin Galactic? What about
SpaceX? .. The top of Kennedy’s head was blown off because
he had a vision for humanity, not America. Virgin
Galactic’s financial demise and likely eventual corporate
failure is a ruse: so we don’t believe in Musk’s SpaceX.
But I keep telling my daughter: one step at a time.
Chemical propulsion, possibly nuclear (we tested it),
fusion electrical generation, fusion propulsion,.. the rest
is future history, NOT sciencefiction!
I’ve studied physics for a very long time. To me, warp
drive, FTL, wormholes, folding space, blah blah is all
physically impossible, period. But what is something we as
Christians know in our souls? Anything good is possible
with the Holy Spirit. Which means we can break off this
prison planet.
If we just believe .. in ourselves.
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